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General System Components
- Standard Components:

- Keg Cooler/Fridge
- Beer Line
- Gas & Gas Line (CO2, Nitrogen, or Mixed)
- Pressure Regulator
- Flowmeter (Hall Sender or UltraSonic)
- PourMyBeer Solenoid Valve (Long Draw or Direct Draw)
- Shank & Faucet
- PourMyBeer Magic Box (X5, X9), which is the display at the tap handle
- PourMyBeer Check-In Station for RFID Card Creation
- PourMyBeer Server 
- Network Switch
- Surge Protection or Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)



Definitions (ref Micromatic.com) 
Direct Draw System (Wall mount or Stand-Alone Cooler): A cooler stores both the kegs and 
the beer lines for delivery of products to shanks mounted directly through a wall. A drip tray mounts to the outside wall to 
contain any spillage. Beer is dispensed at the same temperature it is stored in the walk-in. 



Definitions (ref Micromatic.com)
Long Draw System: A cooler stores the kegs, but the dispensed 
product must travel beyond the cooler (vs being dispensed from the cooler 
as in the Direct Draw System) therefore requiring a Glycol System to 
maintain an acceptable temperature for consumption. These systems use 
a secondary refrigeration unit to maintain draft beer at the proper 
temperature all the way from the walk-in cooler to the point of dispense. 
This is done by the power pack chilling and constantly circulating a water 
and a food grade anti-freeze (glycol) solution next to the beer tubing all the 
way from the walk-in cooler to the point of dispense.

The tubing used is called trunkline. In it the beer and coolant tubing are 
wrapped with a plastic moisture barrier, a foil wrap to transfer cooling, 
closed cell insulation, and some type of outside jacket to protect the 
insulation.

A glycol bath can maintain a consistent product temperature, however it 
can not additionally cool the beer if the walk-in temperature is too warm. 
This system is great for longer distances, up to 500 feet. Multiple dispense 
stations can be linked to one system.



Topography: Example 1



Topography: Example 2



In the Wild...



In the Wild...



Short Demonstration 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/224363561

Description: This is a quick survey of the SquareMyBeer mobile app and 
PourMyBeer Self-Serve System. We used Android NFC to integrate the 
PourMyBeer RFID-driven self-serve beverage dispensing system with the 
SquareUp Point of Sale. As a staff member we Create a card, a customer Pours a 
beer, we Check the recording of the pour at the server and on the card, then finally 
a staff member will Checkout a customer and erase the card. music: One Note 
Samba, Sergio Mendes and the Brazil '66.

https://vimeo.com/224363561


Testing & Verification Challenges
What standards or tables do we use? It works like a gas pump, but the product is 
mostly water…

Pour Quality Matters - the product must be pouring correctly

Pour Sizes range from less than an ounce to 16 or more ounces

Flow Rate will vary between lines, impacted by style and line pressure

Beer Style will impact calibration, or pulses per ounce

Foam Monster! - it’s easy to pour a foamy sample during testing 



Regulatory Status
There is no National Type Evaluation Program certification for metering alcohol

The PourMyBeer System is under review with the State of California for CTEP



Where can I learn more? External References...

*We are currently deploying an “Operator's’ Portal” to serve as an online reference 
for the system, operation, and maintenance. Once deployed, we can discuss 
providing access to DMS Agents. 

Andy’s Top 3:

www.micromatic.com

SDSU Draft Systems Course, info at:
https://www.facebook.com/SDSUCraftBeer

www.pourmybeer.com



Questions or Comment?


